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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Isaac Bell house was built in-1882-1BB3 from the designs of 
^§aid_.&..White. It is a three-storey, gabled structure of wooden 

balloon-frame construction upon a stone basement. Its first floor is 
faced in brick, while the upper wall surfaces, and sloping roofs were 
covered by shingles in some^gables and other places made decorative by 
having rounded end or being laid on in undulating courses. It was built 
as a summer residence and has the open planning and numerous porches 
which began to characterise country~aiid~resort houses, particularly, in 
the 'eighties. The house may be said to front on Bellevue Avenue, facing 
east, where the major porches and a wide, low set of steps are placed, 
but the actual entrance is through a door and vestibule on the Perry 
Street side, to the south.

The jsast front of the house features two large, windowed third- 
storey gables side by side above a range of seven windows and a south 
eastern corner oriel or angled bay window on the second floor. The first 
floor has three large windows and one wide triple window, all floor- 
length, irreprularly spaced. Running across the front of the house is a 
shadowed, one-storey porch railed in brick. At the north-east corner of 
the house this porch is brought forward in a rounded projection with a 
second-storey, steep-roofed porch, railed in shingles, above. "At "the 
south-east the porch is pushed forth in a rectangular, gabled projection 
and is also extended part way around the side' of the house, where it is 
stopped at a bounded three-storey bay. At this point are the steps and 
hood of the main entrance. A d_ecprative feature of the house is the use 
of slender, tapered columns of bamboo-like form rising from the porch 
parapets to uphold the verandah roofs. Other intentionally picturesque 
exterior features are the very^tall^and irregularly-placed chimneys, the 
contrasting textures of brick and weathered shingles, the expanses of 
sloping roofs, the very small-paned (20 over 20) windows of the third 
floor originally surmounted by wooden lunettes and the small-paned 
upper sashes of windows on lower floors.

While this house can only be described as irregular in plan and 
shape, there is a basic, central, nearly-square space which on the first 
floor contains the large stair-hall or "living-hall," the small southern 
entrance vestibule and two drawing-rooms across the east front. Pushed 
out from this central area at the south-west corner is a bay which con 
tains an almost semicircular study with bookshelving, while to the north 
are a dining-room (also opening to the east porch), with pantries backed 
by a kitchen and rear porch to the north-west. Vincent Scully describes 
the/first floor in his The Shingle Style: "One enters through a vestibulex^ 
into a great hall. To the right is a reception room and to the left a/ '^

(See Continuation Sheet)
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7. Description.

study tucked in near the hall fireplace, which is placed in an inglenook. 
The tremendous fireplace has an extended hearth running from the study wall 
to the great stairs. Beside the inp-lenook a post supports a transverse 
beam. Behind its span the stair well rises. From the stair landing a 
huge window ... lights the hall. Off the central sDace of the hall, 
drawing and dining rooms open widely and connect with the piazza through 
French doors. Thus the interior space is one of continuity through inter 
woven areas." He quotes George William Sheldon's ArtJs tic Country Houses 
regarding decor: "The finish is in oak. ... Immediately around the fire 
place is an extensive space of tiling, and a row of marble seats runs be 
tween the staircase and Mr. Bell's room study. ... Opposite the staircase, 
eight feet wide, appears an open transom, supported on carved brackets ... 
A beautiful and much carved screen, with panels of wood, separates the 
staircase from the fireplace ..." The ornamentation of the living-hall is 
much concentrated upon the fireplace and inglenook area where, in addition 
to carving, there is much ingenuity of detail in the use of small squares 
of glass sometimes bevelled and of tile, which occurred a year or two 
earlier with great success in McKim, Mead & White's dining room at Kings- 
cote, nearby, and also in their Samuel Tilton house in Newport. On this 
first floor, much of the furniture, either built-in or movable, was de 
signed by that firm especially for the house, and a good part survives.

The second and third floors are given over to master and guest bed 
rooms and to servants' chambers. Throughout the house in recent years 
some of the rooms have been divided into two smces without, however, 
altering or removing any original partitions or woodwork. Portions of 
the exterior have been re-shingled in a plainer manner than originally, 
and the roof now is cove^recTby modern composition shingles.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Bell house is one of McKim, Mead & White's most successful 
works in the Queen Anne style and one of their most inventive and in 
genious in the handling of free interior spaces designed for comfort, 
air, light, and easy entertaining a notable break from the very 
separate, very defined and conventionally-placed halls and rooms of 
earlier periods. As such, it has received much mention, in its time 
and now, in books and articles on domestic architecture and is con 
sistently pointed out as an outstanding break-through in residential 
design, both internally .and externally.

In Newport, it is a landmark, being one of the first of the 
parade of summer residences, villas and palaces extending along Belle- 
vue Avenue and giving that thoroughfare its beauty, character and fame, 
The loss of any one of these houses especially one as distinguished 
and sensitive in design as the Bell house would be an aesthetic dis 
aster and most destructive to the Newport scene. And the loss of its 
trees and lawn would be equally disastrous, visually.

The Bell house has had various changes in ownership and use over 
recent decades, but so far its fabric has not suffered serious mis 
handling or deterioration. It is at the point now, however, when it 
might become run-down, might be seriously altered or even demolished 
unless it continues to have a sympathetic owner and receives the con 
tinuing good, average maintenance and repair it has enjoyed to date. 
(It is believed to be for sale.) It is still a very livable residence, 
With its lawn and trees, it is of visual importance in its area; and 
it has also become something of a minor monument in American archi- 
tecural history.
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